Cape Fear Rising

Cape Fear Rising Paperback – January 1, In August , Wilmington, North Carolina, was a
Mecca for middle-class Negroes. Based on actual events, Cape Fear Rising tells a story of one
city's racial nightmare?a nightmare that was repeated throughout the South at the turn. No, this
is not another sequel to the movie; it is a complex and convincing (if slightly overwritten)
story of a little known incident that took place amidst the.

Start by marking “Cape Fear Rising” as Want to Read: Wilmington, North Carolina is the only
city in the entire history of the United States to have its elected government violently
overthrown. "Cape Fear Rising" is a fictionalized account of the Wilmington race riots. Philip
Gerard talked about his novel, Cape Fear Rising, about an insurrection in Wilmington, North
Carolina. Sam Jenks moves to Wilmington, North Carolina in the summer of and finds racial
tension escalating as Negro residents outnumber whites and talk of.
Sam Jenks arrives in Wilmington, N.C. in , just before the increasing racial tension in the city
explodes into violence.
The Paperback of the Cape Fear Rising by Philip Gerard at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping
on $25 or more!. WHQR spoke with Philip Gerard, author of Cape Fear Rising. In , a group of
white supremacists overthrew the democratically elected. Buy a cheap copy of Cape Fear
Rising book by Philip Gerard. In August , Wilmington, North Carolina, was a mecca for
middle-class Negroes. Many of the . Philip Gerard will share his writer's journey through his
novel “Cape Fear Rising” with the general public at a fundraising luncheon hosted.
Cover image for Cape Fear rising National Public Radio essayist, and author of two other
novels, modestly calls Cape Fear Rising "only a storyteller's history. “Cape Fear Rising,”
Phillip Gerard's fictional account of events in , brought out the true facts of Wilmington's
nightmare racial conflict. Cape Fear Rising (Philip Gerard) at cvindoraya.com Cape Fear
Rising - Ebook written by Philip Gerard. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your
PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading. Product Identifiers. ISBN, ISBN,
eBay Product ID (ePID), Key Details. Author, Philip Gerard. Number Of Pages . Book Hotels
near Cape Fear Marina. No reservation University of North Carolina at Wilmington; Cape
Fear Community Crimes of the Cape Fear Rising. The Promise of Energy Psychology
Revolutionary Tools for Dramatic Personal Change By (author) David Feinstein, By (author)
Donna Eden, By (author) Gary. I discovered Philip Gerard's work the same way the majority
of his local readers did: through “Cape Fear Rising,” his novel about the coup.
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